Multi-Semester Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with number 1

1. American History & the Supremes Greatest Hits - Class Seats: 50
2. Better Digital Photography Using iPhone Camera and Photos Apps - Class Seats: 50
3. Chair Yoga - Class Seats: 20
4. Depression and Neanderthal - Class Seats: 300
5. Europe Between the Wars: 1919 - 1939 - Class Seats: 300
7. Human Language - Class Seats: 300
8. Islam: A Religion and a Way of Life! - Class Seats: 300
9. Live Your Legacy Before You Die - Class Seats: 300
10. OLLI-UA Fall Speaker Series - Class Seats: 300
11. Pizza Studio - You Can Make Terrific Pizza at Home! - Class Seats: 50
12. Spanish to Share - Class Seats: 30
13. The One and Only Jewish Miss America - Class Seats: 30
14. TMA Docents Art Talks XI - Class Seats: 300
15. Women, Art & History - Class Seats: 300
17. Beginning Spanish 6 - Class Seats: 40
18. Cars of the 60s and 70s: A Ford Insider's View - Class Seats: 300
19. Characters of the Southwest - Class Seats: 300
20. Compassionate Integrity Training (CIT) - Class Seats: 20
21. Documentaries to Make You Think - Class Seats: 300
22. Effects of 5G Rollout - Class Seats: 50
23. Gentle Energizing Movement, Deep Relaxation, and Meditation - Class Seats: 300
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How About a Cookie? - Class Seats: 300
Introductory Arabic for beginners - Class Seats: 20
Investigating Police Custodial Deaths: Fact from Fiction - Class Seats: 40
News & Views - Riegger - Class Seats: 50
Photo Organization - Simple and Done - Class Seats: 300
Psychology Lecture Series - Class Seats: 300
Stressed? Don't Fret, RESET! - Class Seats: 40
Technology and Economics: What You Need to Know Today - Class Seats: 30
The Quantum Universe- from Quarks to Quasars - Class Seats: 300
The Spanish Frontier in North America - Class Seats: 300
Vikings: Raiders and Traders From the North - Class Seats: 300
A Musical Melange - Class Seats: 20
Birds of Prey: Hawks, Eagles, Falcons, Owls and more - Class Seats: 300
Border Patrol 101 - Class Seats: 300
Did He Really Say / Mean That? - Class Seats: 50
Geophysics of North America - Class Seats: 300
Hatha Yoga - Class Seats: 50
Healthy Living For Your Brain and Body - Class Seats: 300
History of Psychiatry - Class Seats: 30
Hitchcock As Philosopher - Class Seats: 20
Intermediate Advanced Spanish - Class Seats: 30
Late Anglo-Saxon England 800--1066 - Class Seats: 40
Longevity, Lifestyles, and Quality of Life - Class Seats: 30
Nuclear Weapons - Useful Deterrents or Arsenals of Folly - Class Seats: 300
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1. **Reading The Economist with Non-Economists** - Class Seats: 60
2. **Smoke and Mirrors: Viewing Our Selves** - Class Seats: 30
3. **Stun & Run - Basic Physical Defenses for Seniors** - Class Seats: 40
4. **The Entrepreneurs that built the Food that America Eats** - Class Seats: 300
5. **The Future of Higher Education** - Class Seats: 300
6. **The Happiness Hypothesis** - Class Seats: 300
7. **The International Criminal Court/International Criminal Law** - Class Seats: 50
8. **The Middle East: Present and Recent Past** - Class Seats: 300
9. **Watch and Learn** - Class Seats: 60
10. **A Skeptic’s View of Climate Change** - Class Seats: 50
11. **Albert Camus: A Life Worth Living** - Class Seats: 50
12. **Building Positive Relationships** - Class Seats: 60
13. **Discovering The Wise Elder Within** - Class Seats: 40
14. **Dream Group** - Class Seats: 30
15. **Ernest Hemingway - His Life, His Works and His Movies** - Class Seats: 300
16. **Español Conversacional** - Class Seats: 50
17. **Formation of the Modern Middle East** - Class Seats: 300
18. **Human Resonance Awakening with Love** - Class Seats: 20
19. **Introduction to Forensic Science** - Class Seats: 300
20. **More British Mayhem - Sayers & Wimsey** - Class Seats: 30
21. **Principle, Politics, and Preference at the Supreme Court** - Class Seats: 300
22. **Reading The New Yorker** - Class Seats: 30
23. **Sing Yourself Well: Health and Well-Being of Singing** - Class Seats: 300
24. **The Climate Crisis** - Class Seats: 300
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_________  The Godfather - Class Seats: 70
_________  The Nuts and Bolts of Fasteners - Class Seats: 10
_________  What Is Your Belief? - Class Seats: 40
_________  Wildlife of the Earth - Class Seats: 300
_________  Astronomy/Geosciences - Class Seats: 300
_________  Beginning Genealogy - An Introduction - Class Seats: 300
_________  Beginning Genealogy 2 - Continuing Your Journey - Class Seats: 300
_________  Dramatic Nepal - Class Seats: 50
_________  Film Discussion Group - Class Seats: 300
_________  From Age-ing to Sage-ing: Becoming A Spiritual Elder - Class Seats: 20
_________  How the U.S. Supreme Court / Important Decisions / Appeals - Class Seats: 70
_________  Intellectual & Cultural History West Part 4: Modern/Postmodern - Class Seats: 300
_________  Invisible China and the Asian Century - Class Seats: 300
_________  OLLI-UA Movie Club - Class Seats: 20
_________  Pillars of Yoga Philosophy: Yoga Sutras and Bhagavad Gita - Class Seats: 20
_________  The Civil War in American History - Class Seats: 300
_________  Writing for Self Discovery - Class Seats: 10

Single Session Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with number 1

_________  5 Tips for Successful Desert Gardening - Class Seats: 300
_________  Beethoven’s Piano Concerto Number 1 for All Music Lovers - Class Seats: 300
_________  Creating a Pollinator Oasis in your Yard - Class Seats: 300
_________  Low Maintenance Guide to Pruning Desert Plants - Class Seats: 300
_________  Pickleball for Beginners - Class Seats: 300
_________  Writing a 'Legacy Letter' - Class Seats: 30
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Biden Administration Foreign Policy: An Interim Report Card - Class Seats: 300
Best Popular Music in 3/8 and 6/8 Time - No Waltzes! - Class Seats: 300
Change a Child's Story - Advocating for Children in Pima County - Class Seats: 300
Desert Dangers: Bites and Stings Safety & First Aid - Class Seats: 300
Jazz Giants: Miles Davis' Early Years With "Bird" and Coltrane - Class Seats: 300
They Will Rock You - Class Seats: 300
2022 Pima County Medicare Update - Class Seats: 300
Archaeology's Deep Time Perspective on Environment & Social... - Class Seats: 300
Food for Thought - and for Your Friends - Class Seats: 300
Saving and Investing Wisely - Class Seats: 300
The Antiquity of Irrigation in the Southwest - Class Seats: 300
Advance Directives, Informed Consent, Assisted Suicide, and ... - Class Seats: 30
Elder Fraud/Abuse: Schemes and Tips To Avoid Being Victimized! - Class Seats: 30
Exploring the Afterlife - Class Seats: 300
Houdini Kids - Class Seats: 20
One-Room Schoolhouse Called Earth: Understanding t... - Class Seats: 20
Preparing for Your Social Security Retirement: Knowing Options - Class Seats: 300
The Life of Nikola Tesla - Class Seats: 300
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